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COMPUTING NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

ated with the at least two data elements of the first set, a first

FOR REDUCING A COMPUTING
OPERATION TIME AND MEMORY USAGE

subset, of the first set, comprising the at least two data

elements of the first set, wherein a sum of the at least two
data elements of the first subset equals the target sum ;

ASSOCIATED WITH DETERMINING , FROM
A SET OF DATA ELEMENTS , A SUBSET OF

AT LEAST TWO DATA ELEMENTS ,
ASSOCIATED WITH A TARGET

COMPUTING OPERATION RESULT

TECHNICAL FIELD

10

deleting the second set from the physical or virtual
memory , or overwriting, in the physical or virtualmemory ,
the second set with data .
In some embodiments, the method comprises deleting , or
marking for deletion , the second set from the physical or

10 virtualmemory .
In some embodiments, the first mapped data element
This disclosure is directed to computing network archi comprises a product of the first data element multiplied by
tectures for reducing time and memory usage associated
a difference between the target computing operation result

with computing operations.

and the first data element, and wherein the second mapped
data element comprises a product of the second data element

BACKGROUND

multiplied by a difference between the target computing

There is a need to reducing computer operation time and
m
memory
usage associated with selecting data subsets in

complex computing networks.

operation result and the second data element .
In some embodiments, a number of indexes associated

20 with the first set is equivalent to a number of indexes
associated with the second set.
In some embodiments, the first data set or the second data

BRIEF SUMMARY
In some embodiments , a method is provided for reducing

set comprises at least one of structured data or unstructured

data .

a computing operation time associated with determining a 25 In some embodiments , at least the first set or the second
subset of at least two data elements , associated with a target
set comprises or is comprised in an array , or a list, or a table ,
computing operation result, from a set of data elements , the or a database .
method comprising :

In some embodiments, the first set of data elements is not
receiving or accessing , using one or more computing
ng
sorted
according to an order.
device processors , a first set of data elements , wherein the 30 In some embodiments, the first set of data elements is
first set comprises two or more data elements,
wherein a first data element of the two or more data sorted according to an order.
elements is associated with a first index of the first set, and

In some embodiments, the subset comprising the at least

least two data elements of the first set, wherein the target
computing operation result comprises a target sum of the at

two data elements of the first set is determined without
making a copy of the first set.

two data elements of the first set is determined without
a second data element of the two or more data elements
is 36 performing
ing
or
a computing operation involving at least two
associated with a second index of the first set ; receiving or 35 different
P
data
elements of the first set.
accessing , using the one or more computing device proces
In some embodiments, the subset comprising the at least
sors, a target computing operation result associated with at
least two data elements of the first set;

determining or generating, using the one or more com puting device processors, a second set of mapped data
elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set of

data elements ,

40

In some embodiments, the first data element is associated

with at least one of a word or a number.
In some embodiments , the word comprises a search term
associated with a search engine .

In some embodiments, the first set of data elements is

wherein the second set of mapped data elements com - 45 associated with a set size and wherein the set size is more

prises two or more mapped data elements, wherein a first
mapped data element of the two or more mapped data

than or equal to two units.
In some embodiments, a method is provided for reducing

elements is associated with a first index of the second set

a computing operation time associated with determining a

and a second mapped data element of the two or more

subset of at least three data elements , associated with a target

mapped data elements is associated with a second index of 50 computing operation result , from a set of data elements , the
the second set, wherein each of the two or more mapped data
method comprising :

elements is determined based on at least the target comput ing operation result, utilizing a physical or virtual memory

for storing the second set;

receiving or accessing, using one or more computing
device processors, a first set of data elements ,

wherein the first set comprises three or more data ele

determining, using the one or more computing device 55 ments, wherein a first data element of the three or more data

processors , equivalence between at least two mapped data
elements is associated with a first index of the first set, a
elements of the second set; determining , using the one or second data element of the three or more data elements is
more computing device processors, index information asso - associated with a second index of the first set, and a third
ciated with the at least two mapped data elements of the data element of the three or more data elements is associated
60 with a third index of the first set ;
second set ;
determining, using the one or more computing device
receiving or accessing , using the one or more computing
processors , and based on the index information associated
device processors , a target computing operation result asso
with the at least twomapped data elements of the second set,
ciated with at least three data elements of the first set,
related index information associated with at least two data
wherein the target computing operation result comprises
elements of the first set;
65 a target sum of the at least three data elements of the first set ;
determining, using the one or more computing device
receiving or accessing, using one or more computing

processors, and using the related index information associ-

device processors, an arbitrary data element of the first set ;
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executing, using the one or more computing device pro

elements is associated with a first index of the first set, a

cessors , an intermediate computing operation based on the

second data element of the four or more data elements is

target sum and the arbitrary data element of the first set,

associated with a second index of the first set, a third data

wherein the intermediate computing operation comprises
element of the four or more data elements is associated with
deducting , using the one or more computing device proces - 5 a third index of the first set, and a fourth data element of the

sors, the arbitrary data element from the target sum , thereby

four or more data elements is associated with a fourth index
receiving or accessing, using the one or more computing
puting device processors, a second set of mapped data
device
processors, a target computing operation result asso
elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set of 10 ciated with at least four data elements of the first set,
data elements,
wherein the target computing operation result comprises
wherein the second set of mapped data elements com
a target sum of the at least four data elements of the first set;
prises three or more mapped data elements , wherein a first
executing , using the one or more computing device pro
mapped data element of the three or more mapped data
elements is associated with a first index of the second set, a 15 cessors , an intermediate computing operation based on the
second mapped data element of the three or more mapped target computing operation result ,
wherein the intermediate computing operation comprises
data elements is associated with a second index of the
resulting in an intermediate computing operation result ;
determining or generating , using the one or more com

of the first set;

second set, and a third mapped data element of the three or
more mapped data elements is associated with a third index

partitioning the target computing operation result into a first
intermediate target computing operation result and a second

of the second set,

wherein each of the three or more mapped data elements

20 intermediate target computing operation result , and

wherein a sum of the of the first intermediate target
target computing operation result equals the target comput
utilizing a physical or virtual memory for storing the ing operation result;
second set;
25 determining or generating , using the one or more com
is determined or generated based on at least the intermediate
computing operation result ,

computing operation result and the second intermediate

determining, using the one or more computing device
processors, equivalence between at least two mapped data
elements of the second set;
determining, using the one or more computing device

puting device processors, a second set of mapped data
elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set of

wherein a sum of the arbitrary data element and the at
least two data elements of the first subset equals the target

wherein each of the four or more mapped data elements
is determined or generated based on the first intermediate

data elements,
wherein the second set of mapped data elements com
processors, index information associated with the at least 30 prises four or more mapped data elements , wherein a first
two mapped data elements of the second set ;
data element of the four or more mapped data
determining, using the one or more computing device mapped
elements
set is associated with a first index of
processors, and based on the index information associated the secondofsetthe, asecond
second
mapped data element of the four or
with the at least twomapped data elements of the second set,
data 35
related index information associated with at least two
two data
35 more mapped data elements of the second set is associated
with a second index of the second set, a third mapped data
elements of the first set;
determining, using the one or more computing device element of the four or more mapped data elements of the
set is associated with a third index of the second set,
processors, and using the related index information associ second
ated with the at least two data elements of the first set, a first and a fourth mapped data element of the four or more
subset, of the first set, comprising the arbitrary data element 40 mapped data elements of the second set is associated with a
fourth index of the second set,
and the at least two data elements of the first set,
target computing operation result,
deleting the second set from the physical or virtual 45 utilizing a physical or virtual memory for storing the
memory , or overwriting, in the physical or virtualmemory,
second set;
the second set with data .
determining , using the one or more computing device
In some embodiments , the first mapped data element
processors , equivalence between at least two mapped data
sum ;

comprises a product of the first data element multiplied by

elements of the second set ;

a difference between the intermediate computing operation 50 determining , using the one or more computing device
result and the first data element, wherein the second mapped
processors , first index information associated with the at
data element comprises a product of the second data element
least
two mapped data elements of the second set ;
multiplied by a difference between the intermediate com
determining , using the one or more computing device
puting operation result and the second data element, and
and based on the first index information associ
wherein the third mapped data element comprises a product 55 processors
Pated with ,the
at least two mapped data elements of the
of the third data element multiplied by a difference between
the intermediate computing operation result and the third second set, first related index information associated with at
least two data elements of the first set;
data element.
In some embodiments, a method is provided for reducing
determining , using the one or more computing device
a computing operation time associated with determining a 60 processors , and using the first related index information

subset of at least four data elements , associated with a target
computing operation result , from a set of data elements , the
method comprising :
receiving or accessing, using one or more computing
device processors , a first set of data elements,
wherein the first set comprises four or more data elements,
wherein a first data element of the four or more data

associated with the at least two data elements of the first set,
a first subset, of the first set, comprising the at least two data
elements of the first set associated with the first related index
information,
65 wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the first
subset equals the first intermediate target computing opera

tion result;
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un

determining or generating, using the one or more com -

In some embodiments , the first mapped data element of

puting device processors , a third set of mapped data ele

the third set comprises a product of the first data element

ments mapped via one or more indexes to the first set of data
elements ,

multiplied by a difference between the second intermediate

the third set is associated with a first index of the third set,

ing operation result and the second data element, the third
mapped data element of the third set comprises a product of

target computing operation result and the first data element,
wherein the third set of mapped data elements comprises 5 the second mapped data element of the third set comprises
four or more mapped data elements, wherein a first mapped
a product of the second data element multiplied by a
data element of the four or more mapped data elements of difference between the second intermediate target comput

a second mapped data element of the four or more mapped the third data elementmultiplied by a difference between the
data elements of the third set is associated with a second| 10 second
intermediate target computing operation result and
index of the third set, a third mapped data element of the four
the
third
data element, and the fourth mapped data element
or more mapped data elements of the third set is associated
of the third set comprises a product of the fourth data
with a third index of the third set, and a fourth mapped data element multiplied by a difference between the second
element of the four or more mapped data elements
lements of the 15 interm
intermediate target computing operation result and the
third set is associated with a fourth index of the third set,
fourth data element
wherein each of the four or more mapped data elements

In some embodiments, the first intermediate target com

is determined or generated based on the second intermediate puting operation result or the second intermediate target
target computing operation result ,
computing operation result is approximately half of the
utilizing the physical or virtual memory for storing the 20 target computing operation result .
third set;
In some embodiments, the first intermediate target com
determining, using the one or more computing device puting operation result and the second intermediate target
processors, equivalence between at least two mapped data
computing operation result are within twenty percentof each
elements of the third set;
other.
determining, using the one or more computing device 25 In some embodiments, a method is provided for reducing
processors, second index information associated with the at
a computing operation time associated with determining a

least two mapped data elements of the third set ;

subset of at least five data elements, associated with a target

determining, using the one or more computing device
processors , and based on the second index information

computing operation result , from a set of data elements , the
method comprising :

two data elements of the first set associated with the second
related index information are different from the at least two

wherein a first data element of the five or more data elements
is associated with a first index of the first set, a second data

associated with the at least two mapped data elements of the 30 receiving or accessing, using one or more computing
third set, second related index information associated with at device processors , a first set of data elements ,
least two data elements of the first set , wherein the at least
wherein the first set comprises five ormore data elements,
data elements of the first set associated with the first related 35 element of the five or more data elements is associated with

a second index of the first set, a third data element of the five

index information ;
determining, using the one or more computing device

or more data elements is associated with a third index of the

processors, and using the second related index information
associated with the at least two data elements of the first set,

first set, a fourth data element of the five or more data
elements is associated with a fourth index of the first set, and

a second subset , of the first set , comprising the at least two 40 a fifth data element of the five or more data elements is

data elements of the first set associated with the second

associated with a fifth index of the first set;

receiving or accessing , using the one or more computing
device processors , a target computing operation result asso

related index information ,

wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the

second subset equals the second intermediate target com -

puting operation result; and

45

merging, using the one or more computing device pro -

cessors , the first subset and the second subset,

wherein a sum of: the at least two data elements of the first
set associated with the first related index information , and
the at least two data elements of the first set associated with 50

ciated with at least five data elements of the first set,

wherein the target computing operation result comprises

a target sum of the at least five data elements of the first set ;
executing , using the one or more computing device pro

cessors , a first intermediate computing operation based on
the target computing operation result ,
wherein the first intermediate computing operation com

the second related index information .

prises dividing the target computing operation result into a

element of the second set comprises a product of the first

second intermediate target computing operation result;

The method of claim 14 , wherein the first mapped data

first intermediate target computing operation result and a

data element multiplied by a difference between the first
wherein a sum of the first intermediate target computing
intermediate target computing operation result and the first 55 operation result and the second intermediate computing
data element, the second mapped data element of the second
operation result equals the target sum ;

set comprises a product of the second data element multi -

determining or generating, using the one or more com

plied by a difference between the first intermediate target

puting device processors , a second set of mapped data

computing operation result and the second data element, the

elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set of

third mapped data element of the second set comprises a 60 data elements ,
product of the third data element multiplied by a difference
wherein the second set comprises five or more mapped

between the first intermediate target computing operation

data elements , wherein a first mapped data element of the

result and the third data element, and the fourth mapped data
element of the second set comprises a product of the fourth

five or more mapped data elements of the second set is
associated with a first index of the second set, a second

data element multiplied by a difference between the first 65 mapped data element of the five or more mapped data
intermediate target computing operation result and the
elements of the second set is associated with a second index
of the second set, a third mapped data element of the five or
fourth data element.
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more mapped data elements of the second set is associated

wherein each of the five or more mapped data elements is

wherein each of the five or more mapped data elements is
determined or generated based on the first intermediate

elements of the third set;
determining , using the one or more computing device

with a third index of the second set, a fourth mapped data determined or generated based on the second intermediate
element of the five or more mapped data elements of the
computing operation result,
second set is associated with a fourth index of the second set,
utilizing the physical or virtual memory for storing the
and a fifth mapped data element of the five or more mapped 5 third set;
determining, using the one or more computing device
data elements of the second set is associated with a fifth processors
, equivalence between at least two mapped data
index of the second set,

10 processors, second index information associated with the at
target computing operation result,
two mapped data elements of the third set;
utilizing a physical or virtual memory for storing the least
determining, using the one or more computing device
second set;
processors , and based on the second index information

determining, using the one or more computing device associated with the at least two mapped data elements of the
processors, equivalence between at least two mapped data 15 third set. second related index information associated with at
elements of the second set;
least two data elements of the first set, wherein the at least
determining, using the one or more computing device
two data elements of the first set associated with the second
processors , first index information associated with the at related index information are different from the at least two
least two mapped data elements of the second set;
data elements of the first set associated with the first related

determining , using the one or more computing device 20 index information ;
processors , and based on the first index information associdetermining , using the one or more computing device

ated with the at least two mapped data elements of the
second set, first related index information associated with at

processors , and using the second related index information
associated with the at least two data elements of the first set,
a second subset , of the first set, comprising the arbitrary data
least two data elements of the first set;
determining, using the one or more computing device 25 element and the at least two data elements of the first set
processors, and using the first related index information associated with the second related index information ,
associated with the at least two data elements of the first set,

a first subset, of the first set, comprising the at least two data

wherein a sum of the arbitrary data element and the at
least two data elements of the second subset equals the

second intermediate target computing operation result; and
elements of the first set associated with the first related index
30
merging, using the one or more computing device pro
information ,

wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the first

subset equals the first intermediate target computing opera
tion result ;

cessors , the first subset and second subset;

wherein a sum of: the at least two data elements of the first

set associated with the first related index information , the
arbitrary data element, and the at least two data elements of

receiving or accessing , using the one or more computing 35 the first set associated with the second related index infor
mation .

device processors, an arbitrary data element of the first set,

wherein the arbitrary data element of the first set is different

In some embodiments , the arbitrary data element is deter

to the at least two data elements of the first set associated mined after data elements in the first subset are determined .
with the first related index information ;
In some embodiments , the first mapped data element of
executing, using the one or more computing device pro - 40 the second set comprises a product of the first data element
cessors, a second intermediate computing operation based multiplied by a difference between the first intermediate
on the second intermediate target computing operation result target computing operation result and the first data element,
and the arbitrary data element of the first set,
the second mapped data elementof the second set comprises
wherein the second intermediate computing operation
a product of the second data element multiplied by a
comprises deducting, using the one or more computing 45 difference between the first intermediate target computing

device processors , the arbitrary data element from the sec ond intermediate target computing operation result , thereby

operation result and the second data element, the third
mapped data element of the second set comprises a product

resulting in a second intermediate computing operation

of the third data element multiplied by a difference between

result;

the first intermediate target computing operation result and

determining or generating, using the one or more com - 50 the third data element , the fourth mapped data element of the

puting device processors , a third set of mapped data ele -

second set comprises a product of the fourth data element

ments mapped via one ormore indexes to the first set of data
elements ,
wherein the third set of mapped data elements comprises

multiplied by a difference between the first intermediate

target computing operation result and the fourth data ele
ment, and the fifth mapped data element of the second set
five or more mapped data elements , wherein a first mapped 55 comprises a product of the fifth data elementmultiplied by
data element of the five or more mapped data elements of the
a difference between the first intermediate target computing
third set is associated with a first index of the third set, a
operation result and the fifth data element.

second mapped data element of the five or more mapped

data elements of the third set is associated with a second

In some embodiments , the first mapped data element of

the third set comprises a product of the first data element

index of the third set, a third mapped data element of the five 60 multiplied by a difference between the intermediate com

or more mapped data elements of the third set is associated

with a third index of the third set, a fourth mapped data

element of the five or more mapped data elements of the

third set is associated with a fourth index of the third set, and

puting operation result and the first data element, the second

mapped data element of the third set comprises a product of

the second data element multiplied by a difference between

the intermediate computing operation result and the second

a fifth mapped data element of the five or more mapped data 65 data element, the third mapped data element of the third set
elements of the third set is associated with a fifth index of the

third set ,

comprises a product of the third data elementmultiplied by

a difference between the intermediate computing operation
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result and the third data element, the fourth mapped data

illustrated network 146 , such as the internet or an intranet,

element of the third set comprises a product of the fourth

can be used to exchange data between the server 150 and the

data element multiplied by a difference between the inter user device 120.
mediate computing operation result and the fourth data
According to some embodiments, a user 101 and /or
element, and the fifth mapped data element of the third set 5 another computer interacts with the disclosed systems 100
comprises a product of the fifth data element multiplied by for determining a subset from a set according to the methods
disclosed herein . Disclosed user devices 120 may include
a difference between the intermediate computing operation computing
device capable of sending data and communi
result and the fifth data element.
cating over the internet with one or more servers 150 , other
10 user devices 120, or other type of computing devices . The
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
methods described herein may be executed by at least one of
user device 120 ( e. g., using the app execution 130 and
FIG . 1 is a network diagram for executing any methods the
data processing 126 systems), the server 150 ( e . g ., using the
described herein , in accordance with some embodiments of processor 160 ), or a combination of both .
the invention ;
A wireless communications network 145 may be a 3G
FIG . 2 is a system diagram for executing any methods 15 network
, 4G , LTE , 5G , Wi- Fi, Bluetooth , or any other
described herein , in accordance with some embodiments of network
protocol and may be a combination of any number
the invention ; and
of networks. Further , as mentioned above a wired network
FIG . 3 is a method diagram for reducing time and memory connection such as a conventional Ethernet connection
usage associated with determining a subset, in accordance 20 could be used , such as with a personal computer with an
Ethernet port. User devices 120 or servers 150 may include

with some embodiments of the invention .

All of these drawings are illustrations of certain embodi
ments. The scope of the claims is not limited to the specific

embodiments illustrated in the drawings and described

herein .

processors 430 such as digital signal processors or a micro
processors for performing the differentmethods described in

25

this specification .

Although the servers 150 illustrated in the present figure

are illustrated as stand - alone computing machines , the com
puting functionality , including servers 150 , processors or
processor instances 160 , memory or computing data storage

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
EMBODIMENTS

areas 180, and databases 170 can be provided through a

In some embodiments , any computing device , system , or 30 cloud implementation such as Amazon Web Services or by
apparatus described herein may be a mobile or non -mobile

a hybrid enterprise / cloud architecture . It is understood that

computing device , a mobile phone , laptop , tablet, watch ,
e - reader, headgear, eyewear, a front- end or back -end server,
etc . Any computing device may have voice and data capa

the terms system , apparatus, device , etc . may be used
interchangeably in this specification . In some embodiments ,
a method is provided for performing the various steps

bilities . In some embodiments , the term " data ” may refer to 35 performed by any computing device , e . g . user device 120
" signal” or “ information .” In some embodiments , the terms and /or server 150 , described herein . In some embodiments ,
" signal," " data ,” and “ information ” may be used inter a non - transitory computer -readable medium comprising
changeably . Any reference to data may also include refer -

code is provided for causing any user device 120 , computing

ences to the contents of the data . Any signals described

device , or server 150 , to perform the various methods

tionally, any signals described herein may be either be
transitory or non - transitory signals. Additionally , any signals

of this application or any application stemming from the
present application shall be determined by those claims as

described herein may be analog signals, digital signals,
and / or mixed analog and digital signals. The terms “ sys tem , " " apparatus," " server," " box ," " agent," " device, "
“ unit,” “ sub -unit,” “ element," " application ,” “ infrastruc -

read in light of the claims, but the elements of the particu
larly illustrated embodiments shall not be imputed to the
claim language unless particularly invoked through the use
of means- plus -function language under 35 U . S . C . Section

herein may be electronic or electromagnetic signals . Addi- 40 described herein . The scope of any claims thatmay be a part

ture,” etc ., may be used interchangeably in some embodiments. In some embodiments, any data or data set described
herein may be structured or unstructured . In some embodi-

45

112 (f ).
FIG . 2 illustrates an exemplary complex computing envi
ronment, in accordance with some embodiments of the

ments, a method is provided for performing the various steps 50 invention . For example , the computing environment may be

performed by any system described herein . In some embodiments, a non - transitory computer -readable medium com -

included in and/ or utilized by the system , the user device ,
and /or any other system described herein . The computing

prising code is provided for causing a system to perform the

environment and /or any of its units and / or sub - units

various methods described herein . In some embodiments , a

described herein may include general hardware , specifi

system may comprise a housing that includes various units , 55 cally -purposed hardware , and / or specially purposed - soft

such as those illustrated in FIG . 3. In some embodiments, a

chipset may be disposed in the housing and may be inter -

ware .

The computing environment may include , among other

faced with a processor. The chipset may have hardware ( e . g .,
units , a processor 260 , a memory 280 , an input/ output ( 1/ 0 )
electronic components in an electronic circuit) for supportunit 210 , and a communication center 215 . As described
ing various connections within the system , or any other 60 herein , each of the processor, the memory , the 1/ 0 unit,
connection from the system to external systems.
and /or the communication unit may include and / or refer to

FIG . 1 describes a schematic block diagram of a network

a plurality of respective units , sub -units , and /or elements .

device , including Internet of Things (IoT) devices. The

performing a particular function . In some embodiments ,

system for reducing time and memory usage associated with
The various units may be implemented entirely in hardware ,
computing operations . While the user device 120 is shown
entirely in software , or in a combination of hardware and
as a mobile phone, in other embodiments, the user device 65 software . Some of the units may be optional. Any software
120 may be any other mobile or non -mobile computing described herein may be specially purposed software for
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hardware may also be specially purposed hardware for

combination of a geolocation finder 263 , a graphical pro

performing some particular functions. Furthermore , each of
the processor, the memory unit , the I/ O unit, the communi -

cessor 264 , and a resource allocator 265 . Each of these
subunits of the processor 260 may be communicatively or

cation unit , and/ or the other units in FIG . 2 , may be

otherwise operably coupled with each other. Any of the

each other using a chipset such as an intelligent chipset. The
chipsetmay have hardware for supporting connections in the
computing environment and connections made to external
systems from the computing environment. While various

be optionally included those units or systems.
The geolocation finder 263 , particularly in communica
tion with geolocation information provided by GPS subsys
tems 129 of user devices 120 ( see FIG . 1) may facilitate any

operatively and / or otherwise communicatively coupled with 5 subunits described with respect to any units or systemsmay

units of FIG . 2 are presented as separate units , some of the 10 combination of detection , generation , modification , analysis ,

units may be comprised in other units . Additionally , some of

transmission , and presentation of location information .

the units may be optional. Additionally, one or more units

Location information may include any combination of

may be coupled or connected ( e . g ., via a wired or wireless

global positioning system (GPS ) coordinates , an internet

connection ) to other units. For example, the processor may
be connected to one or more other units in FIG . 2 .

As illustrated in FIG . 2 , a server 250 (which may be the

protocol (IP ) address, a media access control (MAC )
15 address, geolocation information , an address , a port number ,

a zip code , a server number, a proxy name, a proxy number ,

system 105 or may be comprised in the system 105 ) may
include, among other elements , any combination of a pro cessor 260 , a memory 280 , an input/output ( 1/0 ) 210 , and a

device information , serial numbers, and the like . In some
embodiments , the geolocation finder 263 may include any
one or a combination of various sensors, specifically -pur

ments , each of the processor 260 , the memory 280 , the I/ O

263 to acquire, measure , and transform location information .

communication center 215 . As described in present embodi- 20 posed hardware elements for enabling the geolocation finder

210 , and communication center 215 may include a plurality

The graphical processor (GPU ) 264 may facilitate any

of respective units, subunits , and /or elements. Furthermore ,

combination of generation ,modification , analysis , process

erwise communicatively coupled with each other so as to

receive multiple images from a user and perform analysis on

each of the processor 260 , the memory 280, the I/O 210 , and
ing, transmission , and presentation of visual content. In
the communication center 215 may be operatively or oth - 25 some embodiments, the GPU 264 may be configured to

facilitate the methods and techniques described herein .

The processor 260 may control any one or more of the

and /or modifications to the images. Further, the GPU 264

may be configured to facilitate adjustments to videos and

memory 280 , the I/ O 20 , the communication center 215 , or
images associated with a user . The GPU 264 may also be
any other unit which may include the server 250 , as well as 30 configured to render visual content for presentation on a user
any included subunits , elements , components , devices , or
device 120 and / or to analyze visual content for metadata
functions performed by each or a combination of the
associated with a user or a user device . The GPU 264 may
memory 280 , the I/ O 210 , the communication center 215 or
include multiple GPUs and may therefore be configured to

any other unit which may include the server 250 . Any of the
elements or sub - elements of the server 250 presented here 35

may also be included in a similar fashion in any of the other
units , subunits, and devices included in the operating system

perform and /or execute multiple processes in parallel.
The resource allocator 265 may facilitate any one or

combination of the determination , monitoring, analysis, and
allocation of resources throughout the server 250 , the system

100 of FIG . 1 . Additionally , any actions described herein as

100 , any component of the system 100 , or other computing

being performed by a processor 260 may be taken by the

environments . For example, the resource allocator 265 may

processor 260 alone, or by the processor 260 in conjunction 40 facilitate interaction between the server 250 , any subunit of
with one or more additional processors , units , subunits, the server 250 , and a high volume (e . g .multiple ) of users or
elements , components, devices, and the like. Additionally,
associated user devices 120 . As such , computing resources
while only one processor 260 may be shown in the figures

of the server 250 utilized by any one or a combination of the

included here , multiple processors may be present or oth -

processor 260 , the memory 280 , the I/ O 210 , the commu

erwise included in the server 250 or elsewhere in the 45 nication center 215 , and any subunit of these units , such as

operating system of FIG . 1 . Thus , while instructionsmay be processing power, data storage space , network bandwidth ,
described as being executed by the processor 260 or the
and the like may be in high demand at various times during
various subunits of the processor 263, 264 , 265 , the instrucoperation . Accordingly , the resource allocator 265 may be
tions may be executed simultaneously , serially , or otherwise
configured to manage the allocation of various computing
50 resources as they are required by particular units or particu
by one or more multiple processors 260 .
In some embodiments , a processor 260 may be imple - lar subunits of the server 250 .

mented as one or more computer processor (CPU ) chips,

In some embodiments , the resource allocator 265 may

graphical processor (GPU ) chips, or some combination of

include sensors and /or other specially -purposed hardware

CPU chips and GPU chips, and may include a hardware

for monitoring performance of each unit and/ or subunit of

device capable of executing computer instructions. The 55 the server 250 , as well as hardware for responding to the

processor 260 may execute any combination of instructions ,

computing resource needs of each unit or subunit. In some

codes , computer programs, and scripts may be received

puting resources of a second computing environment sepa

from , stored in , or received from and stored in any combi-

rate and distinct from the server 250 to facilitate a desired

codes, computer programs, and scripts. The instructions ,

embodiments, the resource allocator 265 may utilize com

nation of thememory 280 , the I/ O 210 , the communication 60 operation .
center 215 , subunits of the previously described elements ,
In some embodiments, factors affecting the allocation of

other devices, other computing environments . In some
embodiments, various portions of any of the methods
described herein may be executed either in series or in

computing resources by the resource allocator 265 may
include the number of ongoing user device connections
and /or other communication channel connections, a duration
parallel.
65 during which computing resources are required by one or
In some embodiments , the processor 260 may include , more elements of the server 250 , and/ or the like. In some

among other elements, subunits. Subunits may include any

embodiments , computing resources may be allocated to
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and /or distributed amongst a plurality of second computing
environments included in the server 250 based on one or

etc . The operating system unit 281 may further store various
pieces of information and /or data associated with operation

more factors mentioned above . In some embodiments , the

of the operating system and / or the server 250 as a whole ,

allocation of computing resources of the resource allocator

such as a status of computing resources (e .g., processing

data, controlling one or more input and /or output devices,

dentials, and the like .

265 may include one or more resource allocators 265 5 power, memory availability , resource utilization , and / or the
flipping a switch , adjusting processing power , adjusting like ), runtime information , modules to direct execution of
memory size , partitioning a memory element, transmitting operations described herein , user permissions, security cre

modifying various communication protocols, and the like . In

The application data unit 282 may facilitate deployment,

some embodiments , the resource allocator 265 may facilitate 10 storage , access , execution , and/ or utilization of an applica

utilization of parallel processing techniques such as dedicating a plurality of GPUs included in the processor 260 for

tion utilized by the server 250 or any other computing
environment described herein ( e .g ., a user device 120 ). For

processing high - quality analysis and manipulation of images

example , users may be required to download , access , and / or

and/ or videos.
otherwise utilize a software application on a user device 120
In some embodiments, the memory 280 may be utilized 15 such as a smartphone or other internet -enabled device in

for one or any combination of storing , recalling , receiving ,
transmitting , and /or accessing various files and/ or informa -

order for various operations described herein to be per
formed . As such , the application data unit 282 may store any

tion during operation of the server 250 . For example , the

information and /or data associated with the application

memory 280 may be utilized for storing recalling , and/ or

which may allow the application and /or user device 220 to

updating any datasets described herein . The memory 280 20 perform methods described herein . As such , information

may include various types of data storage media such as
solid state storage media , hard disk storage media , and any

included in the application data unit 282 may enable a user
to execute various operations described here . The applica

other type of data storage medium which may be known to

tion data unit 282 may further store various pieces of

a person of ordinary skill in the art. The memory 280 may

information and/ or data associated with operation of the

include dedicated hardware elements such as hard drives 25 application and / or the server 250 as a whole , such as a status

and /or servers , as well as software elements such as cloud
may include various subunits such as an operating system

of computing resources ( e.g ., processing power, memory
information , modules to direct execution of operations

based storage drives . For example , the memory unit 280

availability , resource utilization , and/ or the like), runtime

unit 281, an application data unit 282 , an application pro

described herein , user permissions, security credentials , and

gramming interface ( API) unit 283 , a data storage unit 286 , 30 the like .
a secure enclave 287 , and /or a cache storage unit 288 .
The application

The memory 280 and any of its subunits described here

programming interface (API) unit 283
may facilitate deployment, storage , access, execution , and /

memory (RAM ), read only memory (ROM ), and various

server 250 and /or any other computing environment

may include any one or any combination of random access

or utilization of information associated with APIs of the

forms of secondary storage . RAM may be used to store 35 described herein ( e . g ., a user device ). For example , server

volatile data and /or to store instructions that may be 250 may include one or more APIs for enabling various
executed by the processor 260 . For example , the data stored
devices, applications, and /or computing environments to
may be any one or a combination of a command , a current communicate with the server 250 , multiple other servers ,
operating state of the server 250, an intended operating state
databases , or other user devices . Accordingly, the API unit
of the server 250, and the like. As a further example , data 40 283 may include API databases containing information that
stored in the memory 280 may include instructions related to
may be accessed and/ or utilized by applications and /or

variousmethods and /or functionalities described here .ROM
smaller memory capacity than the memory capacity of a

ronments associated with the methods described herein . An

instructions . In some embodiments, access to both RAM and
ROM may be faster than access to secondary storage .

with a customized physical circuit included in the memory
unit 280 and/ or the API unit 283 . Additionally, each API

may be a non - volatile memory device that may have a

operating systems of other devices and/ or computing envi
API may direct communications between the background

secondary storage . ROM may be used to store instructions 45 component of the user device 120 and the server 250. In
and/ or data that may be read during execution of computer some embodiments , each API database may be associated

Secondary storage may include one or more disk drives

database may be public and /or private , and so authentication

and / or tape drives and may be used for non - volatile storage 50 credentials may be required to access information in an API

of data or as an over- flow data storage device if RAM is not

database .

large enough to hold all working data . Secondary storage
may be used to store programs thatmay be loaded into RAM

The data storage unit 286 may facilitate one or more of
deployment, storage , access, analysis , and utilization of data

when such programs are selected for execution . In some

content by the server 250 and any other computing envi

embodiments , the memory 280 may include one or more 55 ronment described herein ( e . g ., a user device ). Data content

databases for storing any data described here, e . g. the
database 170 of FIG . 1 . Additionally or alternatively, one or

may be text, numbers , images , videos, audio files, and any
other form of media . For example, the data storage unit 286

more secondary databases located remotely from the server

may store one or more images which may be uploaded from

250 may be utilized and /or accessed by the memory 280.

a user device . Further , the data storage unit 286 may store

The operating system unit 281 may facilitate deployment, 60 one or more images which have been manipulated by any

storage, access , execution , and / or utilization of an operating
system utilized by the server 250 and/ or any other comput ing environment described herein . In some embodiments,

unit or subunit of a server 150 or user device . In some
embodiments , the data storage unit 286 may communicate
with the GPUs 264 to facilitate any of the processes

the operating system may include various hardware and/or

described here.

software elements that serve as a structural framework for 65 The secure enclave 287 may facilitate secure storage of
enabling the processor 260 to execute various operations
data . In some embodiments , the secure enclave 287 may
such as the analysis of data received from user devices 120 , include a partitioned portion of storage media included in
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the memory unit 280 that is protected by various security
measures. For example , the secure enclave 287 may be
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user device 120 may recognize and /or integrate with the I/O
device 211, thereby enabling media content to be displayed ,

hardware secured . In other embodiments, the secure enclave

received , generated , and the like. In some embodiments, the

user access to data stored within the secure enclave 287. In

The communication center 215 may facilitate establish

The cache storage unit 288 may facilitate short-term

center 215 may further enable communication between

data . In some embodiments , the cache storage unit 288 may

250 as needed to perform the methods described herein . In

287 may include one or more firewalls , encryption mecha 1/ 0 device 211 may be calibrated by the I/ O calibration unit
nisms, and /or other security -based protocols . Authentication 5 212 by based on information included in the operations
credentials of a user may be required prior to providing the
driver 213 .

some embodiments, the secure enclave 287 may store sen
ment, maintenance , monitoring , and / or termination of com
sitive user information such as medical history, credit card munications between the server 250 and other devices such
data , and / or data associated with the progression of skin 10 as user devices 120 , other computing environments , third
party server systems, and the like. The communication
damage from ultraviolet radiation .

deployment, storage , access, analysis , and / or utilization of

various elements ( e . g ., units and / or subunits ) of the server

serve as a short- term storage location for data so that the data 15 some embodiments , the communication center 215 may
stored in the cache storage unit 288 may be accessed
include a network protocol unit 216 , an API gateway 217 , an

quickly . In some embodiments , the cache storage unit 288

encryption engine 218 , and /or a communication device 219 .

enable quick recall of stored data . The cache storage unit 288

or software elements .

may include RAM and/ or other storage media types that

may include a partitioned portion of storage media included 20
in the memory 280 . In some embodiments, the cache storage

unit 288 may store any data described herein .
The I/ O unit 210 may include hardware and /or software

elements for enabling the server 250 to receive , transmit,

The communication center 215 may include hardware and/

The network protocol unit 216 may facilitate establish

m ent, maintenance , and /or termination of a communication

connection between the server 250 and another device (e .g .
user device 120 ) by way of a network . For example, the

network protocol unit 216 may detect and /or define a

and / or present information . For example , elements of the I/ O 25 communication protocol required by a particular network

unit 250 may be used to receive user input from a user via
a user device 220 , and the like . In this manner, the I/ O unit

and/ or network type. Communication protocols utilized by
the network protocol unit 216 may include Wi- Fi protocols ,

subunits such as any one or a combination of an I/ O device
211 , an I/ O calibration unit 212 , and / or operations driver
213 .

embodiments , facilitation of communication between the
server 250 and any other device, as well as any element

tion , display, input, and output of information as a result of

munication protocol. In some embodiments, the network

some embodiments, the I/ O device 210 may include one or
120, a server 250 , and /or a similar device (s ).
The I/O device 211 may include a variety of elements that

network protocol is to be used for establishing a connection
other operations described herein .
The API gateway 217 may facilitate the enablement of

enable a user to interface with the server 250 . For example ,

other devices and / or computing environments to access the

the I/ O device 211 may include a keyboard , a touchscreen ,

API unit 283 of the memory 280 of the server 250 . For

210 may enable the server 250 to interface with a human Li- Fi protocols ,cellular data network protocols, Bluetooth®
user in a manner such that the user may use the methods protocols, WiMAX protocols, Ethernet protocols, powerline
described here. As described , the I/O unit 210 may include 30 communication (PLC ) protocols , and the like. In some
internal to the server 250 , may include transforming and/ or
The I/ O device 210 may facilitate any one or any com - translating data from being compatible with a first commu
bination of the receipt, transmission , processing , presenta - 35 nication protocol to being compatible with a second com
executed processes described here . In some embodiments,
the I/ O device 210 may include a plurality of I/O devices. In

protocol unit 216 may determine and/ or monitor an amount
of data traffic to consequently determine which particular

more elements of any one or a combination of a user device 40 with a user device, transmitting data , and /or performing

a button , a sensor , a biometric scanner, a laser, a micro - 45 example , a user device 120 may access the API unit 283 via

phone, a camera , an internet - enabled device , and/ or another
element for receiving and/ or collecting input from a user.

the API gateway 217 . In some embodiments, the API
gateway 217 may be required to validate user credentials

include a display , a screen , a sensor, a vibration mechanism ,

a user of a user device 120 prior to providing access to the

Additionally and /or alternatively , the I/O device 211 may

(e.g . login ID 225 , password 226 of FIG . 2 ) associated with

a light emitting diode (LED ), a speaker, a radio frequency 50 API unit 283 to the user. The API gateway 217 may include
identification (RFID ) scanner, and /or another element for

instructions for enabling the server 250 to communicate with

presenting and / or otherwise outputting data to a user . In

another device .

some embodiments, the I/O device 211 may communicate

The encryption engine 218 may facilitate any one or any

with one or more elements of the processor 260 and/ or the

combination of translation , encryption , encoding, decryp

the data storage unit 286 to a user of a user device 120 .
The I/ O calibration unit 212 may facilitate the calibration

medical history, credit card information , analysis of skin
damage from ultraviolet radiation , etc . Using the encryption

memory unit 280 to execute operations described herein . For 55 tion , and decoding of information received , transmitted ,
example , the I/O device 211 may include a display , which
and /or stored by the server 250 . For example , the encryption
may utilize the GPU 264 to presentmedia content stored in
engine 218 may encrypt data associated with a user 's

of the I/O device 211 . For example , the I/O calibration unit 60 engine , each transmission of data may be encrypted ,
212 may detect and /or determine one or more settings of the

encoded , and /or translated for security reasons, and any

I/ O device 211 , and then adjust and/ or modify settings so
that the I/O device 211 may operate more efficiently. In some

received data may be encrypted , encoded , and/ or translated
prior to its processing and /or storage . In some embodiments ,

calibrate the I/ O device 211 . The operations driver 213 may

key, and the like , which may be transmitted along with any

alternatively be installed on a user device 120 so that the

data content.

embodiments , the I/ O calibration unit 212 may utilize a the encryption engine 218 may generate any one or combi
operations driver 213 (or multiple operations drivers ) to 65 nation of an encryption key , an encoding key, a translation
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The communication device 219 may include a variety of

hardware and /or software specifically purposed to enable RS
communication between the server 250 and another device Match the data to the search
(e .g . user device 120 ), as well as communication between query
elements of the server 250 . In some embodiments, the 5 Classification
Query languageof documents
communication device 219 may include one or more radio Criteria
for selecting documents
transceivers , chips, analog front end (AFE ) units, antennas,
processors, memory , other logic , and /or other components to Resistance to errors in data and
implement communication protocols (wired or wireless ) and queries
related functionality for facilitating communication between
the server 250 and any other device. Additionally and/ or

DRS

IRS

Absolute

Relative

Deterministic

Relevant

Artificial

Natural

Boolean relevance

Relevance

function

Unstable

function
Stable

An example of a DRS is a standard relational DBMS. SOL

alternatively, the communication device 219 may include a is a query language which artificial and allows you to set
modem , a modem bank , an Ethernet device such as a router search queries (SQ ) for an exact match or search by a given
or switch , a universal serial bus (USB ) interface device , a 16 pattern . The main task for modern DRS is to provide reliable
serial interface, a token ring device, a fiber distributed data and efficient data storage , as well as high speed of SQ of the
interface (FDDI) device , a wireless local area network
user. IRS , in turn , is intended to solve a more general search
(WLAN ) device and /or device component, a radio trans - problem than to search for exact match , and where the
ceiver device such as code division multiple access (CDMA)
ultimate goal of the search is the selection of relevant SQ
device , a global system for mobile communications (GSM ) 20 information , the degree of relevance of which can be deter

radio transceiver device , a universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS ) radio transceiver device , a long
term evolution (LTE ) radio transceiver device , a worldwide

mined as the degree of its semantic proximity to the search
query and this in turn leads to the fact that SQ in such
systems should be based on natural language, i.e . in the same

or other electronic materials families , as well as in idother
technology -based forms and embodiments . It should he
be
understood that various embodiments of the invention can
employ or be embodied in hardware, software , microcoded
firmware, or any combination thereof. When an embodiment
is embodied , at least in part, in software , the software
may
are may
be stored in a non -volatile, machine-readable medium .
The computing environment may include, but is not

the original set of documents may contain additional infor
3030 mation describing documents that can also be used to
perform a search . The key element when developing a

tion comprised of multiple resources which may be in
geographically disperse locations .
In some embodiments , a method based on the disclosure

4200 terabytes [ The Deep Web : Surfacing Hidden Value .
BrightPlanet LLC . http ://www .brightplanet.com /deepcon
tent/tutorials /Deep Web /index .asp ].

tion by five and more keywords (unstructured information
may be raw unorganized information (not organized based

Definition1: We introduce an alphabet as a finite set of
symbols A = { t , A1, . . . , Ak } , where t — space symbol, IAI=

interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX ) device , language in which the initial information is formulated . DRS
and / or another device used for communication purposes . 25 and IRS work with some collection of documents . The
In some embodiments, implementation of any unit of any
original collection of documents can be considered as a list
system described herein is contemplated in discrete compo of records (documents ), where each entry contains a certain
nents or fully integrated circuits in silicon , gallium arsenide , list of words consisting of alphabet characters . In real SQ ,
modern IRS is the volumes of initial data , since require
ments on search time and quality for search systems oper

ating on relatively large volumes of data (ex . Web search or
35, electronic libraries) are applied ever more stringent. Since at

present the quantity of textual information presented in
electronic form continues and is likely to grow exponen
limited to , computing grid systems, distributed computing
tially, the issue of implementing effective, scalable and
environments , cloud computing environment, etc . Such net - productive IRS for today remains open to researchers. After
worked computing environments include hardware and soft - 40 all , only on the Internet now , the amount of accessible and
ware infrastructures configured to form a virtual organiza
informative data according to analysts ' estimates is about

described herein comprises searching unstructured informa- 45

Let us introduce some basic definitions:

de ore
on any data model) using a vector space (keywords
are
converted to numbers, applying hash functions to convert

k , u k > 0 number of alphabet symbols .
Definition2: A string / line of length “ n ” , we will introduce as

space ), and excluding the probabilistic and Boolean models

$ special symbols , which do not belong to the alphabet and

relation to others: for example , the minimal element in the

separated by a space symbol T . In this particular
case Pl = m _ length of the template /pattern in sym

keywords to numbers. numbers are coordinates in vector 50 a sequence of symbols T = { ty , . . . , tn , $ } , where Vi, t.EA and

the end of the string/line.
(no arrays , trees, index arrays, and index trees ; syntax and denotes
Definition3: A string/ line “ w ” that does not contain the pace
semantics of keywords do not matter.
symbol t is introduced as a word and we assume that the set
The Objective of Information Retrieval is to :
55
of words “ W ” is always finite .
Find one or more elements in the set, and the desired Definition4
template /pattern P = {P1, .. . , Pm } we call
elements must have a certain property . This property can be a string /line: Search
consisting
of a non -empty finite set of words
absolute or relative . The relative property characterizes in

set of numbers .

Retrieval systems (RS ) working with electronic text docu ments can be conditionally divided into two categories :
Information retrieval systems ( IRS ) and data retrieval sys -

60 bols , p ;EW , where “ 1” — number of the word in the template /

pattern and “ W ” _ set of words. Words in search templates/
patterns and documents we call terms ( or keywords ).
Comment:

tems (DRS ). It is worth noting that this classification is
The length of the search template /pattern “ P ” will always
conditional and in its context many modern search engines 65 be denoted by the symbol “ m ” , and the total length of the
combine the properties, both DRS and IRS . Basic differ- original data T for which the search problem will be solved
ences between DRS and IRS are presented in the table:
is denoted by “ n ” .
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Formulation of the subset sum problem :
P and NP Tasks:
The search tasks relate to the tasks P (polynomial) and NP
It is given a set of natural numbers (X ;, X2, . . . , XnEX ”
( non -deterministic polynomial) . Let's briefly consider these with ‘ n ’ dimension . We need to find out if there is a subset
concepts :
Xm with “m ' dimension ( Xml = m ), where relations are ful
The class P is defined quite simply — it is a set of such 5 filled as follows:
problems for which we know a computing operation that
Xm = {x ;+x ;+ . . . + X + Xx = S ; i+ j+ . . . + g = h ; x ;
works in polynomial time. For simplicity , we can assume
| x, . . . , xxx ) êY” ; i,j, . . . , g, h ) ÊN =( 1, 2, . . . ,
that the class P is a class of simple problems, since we know
n ), amount of elements from x; to Xhy is equal
fast computing operations for solving them . Examples of
(1 )
to 'm ', m < N }
tasks from class P : addition of two numbers , sorting of a set 10 The
T subset XmcX " is a collection of elements (Xi,
of n elements, searching for an element in a certain set, X ;, . . . , X ., Xn) with mismatched indexes. The number or
finding out the connectivity of a graph , and so on .
of subsets Xm may be one or several.
The NP class is defined as a problem for which we can only quantity
Let us now come to solving practical problemswhich are
test some solution in polynomial time, but we do not know
a computing operation that could solve the problem just as 15

quickly . Examples ofproblems from the class NP: the subset

sum problem , the problem of a backpack , the traveling

X2 = {x;+x ;= S ; i= j; X; X ;EX" ; 1,),EN }

salesman problem , the factorization of a number into prime
factors , so on .

The Subset Sum Problem :

arised from the formulation of the subset sum problem ( 1 ).
Problem 1 . We need to find out if there is subset:

20

Task 1.Given “ n ” numbers and the number “ s” . It is required
to find out whether there exists a subset of “ m ” numbers

whose sum of elements is equal to " s ” .

Task 2 . There is a table 2xn given number “ s” . It is necessary
to find 2 numbers from different lines giving in the sum “ s” . 25
Computing Operation 1 . Full bust. Operating time O (nº) .

Computing Operation 2 Bust with sorting . Sort the first line ,
for each element from the second line, subtract it from s and
look for this difference in the first line .

Problem 2. We need to find out if there is subset:
Xz= {x;+ x;+XX = S ; i+ j+ k; X „X ; XzEI" ; ij,k,eN }
Problem 3 . We need to find out if there is subset:

X4={EN*;+x};+Xz+x;= S; i j=k+1; X9X;xk»x;EI”;i,j,k,1,
Problem 4 . We need to find out if there is subset:
Xz = {x;+ x;+Xz + xz+xm = S ; i+ j+ k+ l+ m ; x;„X; Xz1XzXmEX" ;
i,j,k,l,meN }

To solve the set problems let us introduce the mapping of
Task 3. There is a table 3xn a given number “ s” . It is 30 the set X ” in the set Y " :
necessary to find 3 numbers from different lines giving in the
T( S,x) =( S- xx,xEX”
sum " S " .
Example. Given : 17 43 23 38 14 20 36 47. Is there a subset
Based on mapping (6 ) we have:
with a sum of 100 ?
y = { 91,92, . . . ,Y lT (S.x;)= y; X EX";i= 1,2,. . . ,n }
Computing Operation 1. Full bust. Operating time O (nº). 35
Computing Operation 2 . For a single line, find all the
Now we introduce the identity .
differences with s, for the other two, sort through all the
options. Operating time— O (n ) .
Computing Operation 3 . Task3 can be applied to a vector
model.
Task 4 . There is a table 4xn a given number “ s” . It is

Let among the set Y ” there are such elements which

perform identity :
40

necessary to find 4 numbers from different lines giving in the
sum “ s” .

Example . Given : 50 2 47 5 21 4 78 1. Is there a subset with
Computing Operation 1. There is a Schroeppel-Shamir

a sum of 100 ?

45

Y;-y;, i+j; i,jEN
Then it is right that:
Lemma 1 . Let there is identity ( 8 ) for the set (7 ) . Then the
problem 1 is solvable.
Proof ( evidence ): From the identity ( 8 ) we have :
y =t(S.x;)= (S–X;)x;=X;X;, supposing that x;= S–X;

operation with an operating time O (n² log n ), requirement

From the other hand y;= T(S , x ;)= (S - x;)x ;= x ; X ;, similarly
supposing that x = S - X ;. In fact x , and x , are the roots of the
Task5. The coordinates of n points on the plane are given . It quadratic equation x2- Sx + C = 0 . According to Vieta theorem
is required to determine whether any three of them lie on one 50 C = x ;;X ;. Then wehavey?y;= x ;;X ;. Which means fulfillment
line .
of the identity (8 ). Then there are elements x ; and x , that fulfil
on memory - O ( n ).

Computing Operation 1 . The computing operation is imple - X ; + x ;= S . Q .E .D .
mented on the basis of a polynomial of the third degree .
Let us now solve the problem 2 .
Open Questions:
(9)
Let us enter value S( xx )= S - XX, XzEIN
Given “ n ” numbers and the number “ s” . It is required to find 55
out whether there exists a subset of three numbers whose
Lemma 2 . Let for some elements xz EX ” and taking into
sum of elements is equal to “ s ” and with the time of account formula ( 9 ) identity (8 ) is fulfilled for k = i + j; i, j,
operation O (n ^ ).
KEN . Then the problem 2 is solvable .
Given “ n ” numbers and the number “ s ” . It is required to find

Proof ( evidence ). In fact from the identity (8 ) taking into

outwhether there exists a subset of four numbers whose sum 60 account formula (9 ) we have :

of elements is equal to “ s” and with the time of operation T(S (xx ), x ;)= (S (xx )- x ;) x = x ; X;, supposing that (S (xx) - x;)=
O (n ).
X ;. On the other hand t (S ( x ,-), x ;) = (S (X ) - x ;). X = X ; X ;, simi
Are there other approaches to solving the subset sum prob - larly supposing that x = S (xx) - x ;. Which means that condi
lem with a better operating time than the above ?
tions of Lemma 1 are fulfilled with taking into account
The seventh problem of the millennium : the equality of 65 formula (9 ), i.e. we have x ;+ x ;+ Xx = S'. It is supposed that

classes P = NP ? The Klein Institute for the solution of this
problem offers a reward of one million dollars.

element Xx is a non -repeating element (or in alternative
embodiments, is a repeating element). Q .E . D .
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To solve problem 3 let us make the following partition of

Computing operations for solving problem 3 .

Operation 1 . Input of the initial data : X ” , n , S .
Operation 2 . Partition of S = S '+ S " on the basis formula (10 ).

S (partition of the value S '):

Operation 3 . Forming of the subset X2' for the S':

S '= x ,+X ;, S " = Xz +xz,X ; X ; X2,X EX" ;
i+ j+ k + l; j,k ,leN .

S = S + S", S'ES".

Then it is right that:

Xx'={t(S",x;)-1(S",x;)=0\x3X ;EX” ;i+j;ij,EN }
Operation 4 . Forming of the subset X ," for the S" :
(11)
X;"={t(S",xz)–T(S”,xy)=0\x7\x{EX", k+l;k,IEN }
10 Operation 5 : Forming of the subset X4: X4= { X _'UX2" } —
(10 )

Lemma 3 . Let for each of the value S ' and S " defined by
combining X ,' and X2" subsets with mismatched indexes
on the basis of formula (11).
Operation 6 . Output of the subset X4.
( 11 ) is right. Then the problem 3 is solvable .
Proof ( evidence ). Formulas (10 ) and (11) allow to apply
Operation time is T = 2 * O (n ), memory requirement
Lemma 1 and to parallelize solving problem 3 i.e . simulta - 15 M = 2 * O ( n ). For comparison , operation time of the 4 -table
neously solved problems for S ' and S " , and subsets X2', X _" sum is T = 0 (nº log n ). In case if given computing operations
are formed respectively . Combining these subsets for solving problem 3 are parallelized , then operation time
X2= X ,'UX ," with mismatched indexes is done on the basis would be T = O (n ).
Computing operations for solving problem 4 .
of equality S = S '+ S " . Q .E .D .
30 Operation 1. Input of the initial data : set X ” , n , S .
Let us now solve problem 4 .
Similar to the solution of the problem 3 let us make Operation 2 . Partition of S on S and S " on the basis of
following partition :
formulas ( 12 ) and (13 ).
Operation 3. Forming of the subset X ,' for S' on the basis of
computing operations for solving problem 1 :
S " = x;+x;, S" = *x +x ;+ xm ; X ;X; X7X7XmEX"; i+ j+ k + l+ m ;
the formula ( 10 ) Lemma 1 is applicable if the relationship

j,k,l,mEN

(12)

S = S'+ S ", S'US "

( 13)

25

Lemma 4 . Let for each of the value S' and S " defined by a

Xz'={t(S",x;)-+(S",x;)=0\xjx;EX”;i+j; 1,jEN }
Operation 4 . Forming of the subset Xz" for S" on the basis
of computing operations for solving problem 2 :
X3" = {t( S" (xx )xx?)– T( S"(xx )xxm ) =0 \x7X7,1mEX" ; k = l m ;
k ,l,mEN }

the formula ( 12) Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are applicable if the Operation 5 . Forming of the subset Xz= {X _'UXZ" } - com
relationship ( 13 ) is right. Then the problem 4 is solvable .
bining of X ,' and X ," subsets with mismatched indexes on
Proof (evidence ). Lemma is based on Lemma 1 and
the basis of formula ( 13 ).
Lemma 2 for the values of S ' and S " respectively . And
6 . Output of the subset Xs.
subsets X2' and X , " are formed . Combining these subsets 35ze Operation
Operation
time is T = O (n ) + O ((n - 2m ) - 2m ), memory
X = X ,'UX ;" with mismatched indexes is done on the basis
of relationship ( 13 ). Q .E . D .

requirement is M = 2 * O ( n ).

Conclusions

Computing operations for solving problem 1.
1. Computing operations to output further subsets X ., X7,
Operation 1. Input of the initial data : X ” , n , S .
Xg, . . . , Xm are determined on the basis of given
Operation 2. Set Y " is formed on the basis ofmapping (6 )..: 40an computing
operations for solving problems 1 - 4 .

Operation 3 . Identity (8 ) verification and forming the subset

2 . Also we need to note that given computing operations for

solving problems 1 - 4 may be improved by Hoare 's
Xz={t(S,x;)–T(S,x;)=0\x,x;EX”; i+j; i,jEN }
method , Lomuto ' s method and other sorting methods . At
Operation 4 . Output of the subset XZ.
the same time it should be mentioned that these sorting
Operation time is T = O (n ), memory requirements for 45 methods do not include exact way to determine pivot
forming the set Y ” is M = O (n ). For comparison, operation
element. But when these sorting methods are used within
time of the 2 - table sum is T = O (n log n ).
given computing operations for solving problems 1 -4 ,
Note. Maximum quantity of pairs in the set Y ” will be
pivot element is easily determined which makes sorting
m = [n / 2 ]. So the quantity of pairs in the set Y ” may change
effective . Pivot element is determined on the con
from 1 to m . Also there is a need to highlight the fact that 50 more
dition of formula ( function ) (6 ) maximum .
given computing operations for solving problem 1 with little
Pivot element to be determined by the formula x * = S /2
modification will find all the subsets X2.
with the maximum value y * = S2 /4 .
Computing operations for solving problem 2 .
In particular, computing operations for solving problem 1

Operation 1. Input of the initial data : set X ” , n , S .
with sorting (for ex ., using Hoare 's method ) will improve
Operation 2 . Calculation of S (x ) = S - Xk, XzEX " on the basis 55 operation time to :
of formula (9 ).
T = O (n )+ O ((n - m ) log (n = m )), where
Operation 3 . Identify ( 8 ) verification and forming the subset
O (n ) time needed for partition of the set X " to two

Xz= {t(S(XJ ),»8;)–T(S(xx )» ;)= 0\x;„X;X& EI" ; i+j,+ k; ij,
KEN ).
60
Operation 4 . Output of the subset Xz.
According to the Note above operation time for computing operations for solving problem 2 is T = 0 ((n - 2m ).2m ),
where ' m ' — quantity of subsets X , ' n - 2m ' quantity of
indexes left to choose index 'k ' for the element Xx '. 65

Memory requirement M = O (n ). For comparison , operation
time of the 3 - table sum is T = 0 ( nº ).

subsets X ' (IX '] = m ),
X " (IX " = n - m ) relately to the pivot element x * . If n - m > m ,

then sorting time for the subset X " will be T = 0 ((n - m )
log( n - m )), wherein subset X ' is sorted simultaneously with
subset X ".
Comparison to 2 , 3 , 4 - table sum operation time shows
high effectiveness of new given computing operation for
solving problems 1 -4 together with less requirements on
memory , hardware and other computing systems.
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Practical application of given computing operation for

Then we verify identity (8 ) or we have yz = Y , S = Xz + Xg +
solving problems 1 - 4 :
X = 43 +47 + 10 = 100
1 . information search ;
Subset Xz = { X2, X9, x ;} .
2 . security of banking systems;
Example for solving problem 3 :
3 . encryption of information ;
5
We
have set X? = { 50 , 2 , 47, 5 , 21, 4, 7 , 8 , 1 } = {X1, X2, X3, X4,
4 . information coding ;
X5, X , X , X , X9 } . We need to find x ;+ X ,+ Xz + x ; = S = 100 .
5 . cryptosystems and so on .
So, let 's use formula (10 ) for partition S = S + S" = 49 + 51 = 100 .
Example for solving problem 1:
We have set of numbers X ' = { x1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6 ,X7} = {2 , Then for S '= 49 we have :
1, 6 , 4 , 3 , 5 , 3 } . Dimension of the set n = 7 .
Problem we need to find out if this set includes subset X , 10
y? = (49 – 50 ). 50 = - 1. 50 ;

with dimension m = 2 :

Xz= {x}+x;= S = 6; i+j; xvx ;EX '; ij,EN =(1,2,3,4,5,6,7)}
So , in terms of operation 1 we have initial data:

X ={2,1,6,4,3,5,3}; n == 77 ;; SS ==66..

= (49 – 2). 2 = 47. 2;
= (49 – 47).47 = 2 . 47;
= (49 – 5 ). 5 = 44 .5 ;
y5 = (49 – 21). 21 = 28 - 21;
= (49 – 4 ).4 = 45 .4 ;

15

Operation 2 is to transform set of X7 on the basis of

formula (6 )

T (S,x )= (S - X )x .

As the result we have :
y7= {8,5,0,8,9,5,9 } ={y?,Y2Y3,Y4,Y5,96,97}
Operation 3 is to find identity (8 ): y ;= y ;, i, j,EN
and on this basis find subset X ,:

20
20

= (49 – 7 ) .7 = 42 . 7 ;

Yo = (49 – 8 ).8 = 41. 8;
yg = (49 – 1) . 1 = 48 . 1
25

y? = 74 , S = x1 + x4 = 2 + 4 = 6 ; X2 = {x1, x4 }

Using identity (8 ) we have yz = Y3, S'= x2+ xz = 2 + 47 – 49 .
Similarly we do calculations for S" = 51:

Y2 = y6 , S = x2 + x6 = 1 + 5 = 6; X2 = {X2, X6}
Y5 = y7, S = X5 + x7 = 3 + 3 = 6; X2 = {X5 , X7}

y? = (51 – 50 ). 50 = 1 . 50 ;

30

y2 = (51 – 2).2 = 49.2;
yz = (51 – 47 ).47 = 4 . 47;

These are output of subset X , which is operation 4 .
We have set of numbers X? = { x1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, Xg, 35

Example for solving problem 2 :

74 = (51 – 5).5 = 46 .5;
Y5 = (51 – 21). 21 = 30 . 21;
= (51 – 4 ). 4 = 47 .4 ;
= (51 – 7) .7 = 44. 7 ;

Xy } = { 17 , 43 , 23, 38 , 14 , 20 , 10 , 36 , 47 } Dimension of the set
n = 9.
We need to find out if this set includes subset Xz with
dimension m = 3 :
X3 {x;+x;+ XX = S = 100 ; i+j+ k ; X; X; XZEV'; i,j,KEN = (1,2 ,

40

First we choose any arbitrary element, for ex : X = 10 . Then
we calculate S (xx) on the basis of formula (9).
S(xx)= S(x4 )= S-x7= 100 -10 =90.
Then we use transformation based on formula (6 )

45

= (51 – 8). 8 = 43 .8 ;
yg = (51 – 1). 1 = 50 . 1.

3,4 ,5 ,6 ,7, 8,9 )} .

Using identity (8 ) we have:
Y? -y,, S" =x1+x9 = 50 +1 =51.
So we have S = S '+ S " = 49 + 51= 100 , X4= X2+X3+X1+ Xg.

Example for solving problem 4 :

Wehave x16 = {2 , 1 , 6 , 4 , 3 , 5 , 3 , 17 , 43, 23 , 38 , 14 , 20 ,

50 10, 36 , 47 }. We need to find X = { x4 + x ,+Xz + X ,+ xm = S = 106 } .

X3 =

For this on the basis formulas (12) and (13) we have
{T( S(xk ), xi ) – T(S (xk ), x ;) = 0 | Xi, Xj, X* E X ” ; i = j, # k ; i, j, k EN :
S = S '+ S ", S'= x ,+ X ;, S " = Xz + x ,+Xm , S' = 6 , S " = 100 , S = 106 .
y? = (90 – 17 ) . 17 = 73. 17 ;
Then use results of example 1 and example 2 , so we have
S
'= x, + 84 -6 , S " = X9 + X16 + X14 = 43 + 47 + 10 = 100
y2 = (90 - 43) .43 = 47 . 43 ;
55

Y3 = (90 – 23 ).23 = 67. 23;

S= S'+ $" =6+100= 106 , Xs=xq+ X4+X9+X16+814

This is a new method for solving NP -Complete problems

y4 = (90 – 38 ). 38 = 52 . 38 ;

with a much shorter time of their solution in comparison

Y5 = (90 – 14 ) . 14 = 76 . 14 ;

with all existing methods regardless of the size of the input

yo = (90 – 20 ). 20 = 70 - 20 ;
= (90 – 10 )- 10 = 80 - 10;

yg = (90 – 36 ) -36 = 54 . 36 ;
Yg = (90 – 47 ). 47 = 43 . 47

60 data .

By the time of the present invention ,mankind has been
over the number of variants exponentially depending on the
size of the input data . It should also be noted that . NP
65 problems include NP -complete problems and majority ofNP
able to find solutions of NP problems, most of them iterating

problems can be reduced (in polynomial time) to the NP
complete problem . In this case , finding a polynomial solu
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tion for any NP - complete problem would mean the possi
The present invention , a new computing operation for
bility of constructing a polynomial operation formajority of solving NP problems with a much shorter time of their
NP problems. Prior to the present invention , mankind could solution in comparison with all existing computing opera
not find a satisfactory solution for any of the NP -complete tions will significantly accelerate the performance of all
problems, so before the present invention there was a 5 methods , computer software products and computer systems
hypothesis that this solution could not be found at all.
used in the practical application of solutions ofNP problems,
Herein the present invention we give subset sum problem
as well as significantly reduce the hardware requirements .
as an example of NP problems as well as the methods of
FIG . 3 describes an exemplary method according to some
solutions:
embodiments of the disclosure . Any of the methods
Taskl. Given “ if” numbers and the number “ s” . It is
required to find out whether there exists a subset of " m ”
numbers whose sum of elements is equal to “ S ” .

Task2 . There is a table 2xn given number “ S ” . It is

described herein may be executed in any order. One or more
of the method steps may be optional. The method comprises

receiving or accessing a first set of data elements 310 ;
receiving or accessing a target computing operation result

necessary to find 2 numbers from different lines giving in the 16 associated with at least two data elements of the first set 320 ;
determining or generating a second set of mapped data
sum “ S ” .

Computing Operation 1. Full bust. Operating time

elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set of
data elements 330 ; utilizing a physical or virtual memory for
Computing Operation 2 . Bust with sorting . Sort the first storing the second set 340 ; determining equivalence between
line , for each element from the second line , subtract it from 20 at least two mapped data elements of the second set 350 ;

(n ? ).

S and look for this difference in the first line.

Task3. There is a table 3xn a given number “ S ” . It is
necessary to find 3 numbers from different lines giving in the
sum “ S ” .

determining index information associated with the at least
two mapped data elements of the second set 360 ; determin

ing, based on the index information associated with the at

least two mapped data elements of the second set, related

Example . Given : 17 43 23 38 14 20 36 47 . Is there a 25 index information associated with at least two data elements
of the first set 370 ; determining , using the related index
Computing Operation 1. Full bust. Operating time 0 information associated with the at least two data elements of
( nº ).
the first set, a first subset, of the first set, comprising the at
subset with a sum of 100 ?

Computing Operation 2 . For a single line, find all the least two data elements of the first set 380 ; deleting the
differences with s, for the other two , sort through all the 30 second set from the physical or virtual memory, or over
options . Operating time O (n ?).
writing, in the physical or virtual memory , the second set

Computing Operation 3 . Task3 can be applied to a vector

model.

with data 390 .
In the field of information retrieval systems, the first set

Task4. There is a table 4xn a given number “ S ” . It is

may be unstructured data on the Internet, electronic library,

Computing Operation 1. There is a Schroeppel-Shamir

for two keywords, the computing operation associated with

necessary to find 4 numbers from different lines giving in the 35 network , etc . The subset may be a list of documents, media ,
sum “ S ” .
or other information relevant to a query search . The number
Example . Given : 50 2 47 5 21 4 78 1, Is there a subset of keywords is related to the computing operation to be
executed by the disclosure described herein . For example ,
with a sum of 100 ?
operation with an operating time O (né log n ), requirement on 40 determining a subset of two data set elements may be used .

In the field of banking systems, the first set may be any

memory O (n ).
Task5. The coordinates of n points on the plane are given .

input information for authenticating to a financial institution

one line.

information (e .g ., PIN code ) associated with the financial

implemented on the basis of a polynomial of the third

information ( e . g ., PIN code ) is related to the computing

The areas of practical application of solutions of NP
problems (including but not limited to the examples given ):

For example, for four keywords, the computing operation
associated with determining a subset of four data set ele

It is required to determine whether any three of them lie on

account. The subset may be valid or approved authentication

Computing Operation 1 . The computing operation is 45 institution account. The number of characters in the input

degree .

operation to be executed by the disclosure described herein .

information retrieval, encryption , banking transactions ( in - 50 ments may be used .

cluding various payment card systems) and other areas of

human activity .

It should also be noted that the hardware requirements for

computers used in the areas of practical application of

In the field of image recognition , the first set may be

image information associated with a population ( or things ) .

The subset may be image features associated with a target

person (or thing ). The number of image validation features

solutions of NP problems also directly depend on the com - 55 (e . g ., the distance between a person 's nose and lips , or

puting operations used for solving NP problems and corre
sponding to these computing operations solution time. Sup pose that for someNP problem a computing operation solves

distance between various positions, etc.) is related to the
computing operation to be executed by the disclosure

described herein . For example , for five image validation

it for O ( n ) actions. Then doubling of hardware performance features, the computing operation associated with determin
of the computer will increase the size of the solvable 60 ing a subset of five data set elements may be used .
problems by about one. If instead it is possible to find a
In the field of medical diagnosis , the first set may be
computing operation that solves same NP problem for
O ( 1.41" ) actions , it would give doubling the parameters of

information (e . g ., symptoms, etc .) associated with several
health conditions, illnesses , diseases , etc . The symptoms ( or

the problems that could be solved . It can be seen that the

other information ) associated with a particular health con

present invention will significantly reduce the hardware 65 dition ( e . g ., brain cancer ) may be the subset. The number of
requirements for computers used in the areas of practical symptoms is related to the computing operation to be

application of solutions of NP problems.

executed by the disclosure described herein . For example,
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for three keywords, the computing operation associated with

28
ming language or similar programming languages. The

In the field of satellite configuration , the first set may be

partly on the user' s computer, as a stand - alone software

determining a subset of three data set elements may be used .

program code may execute entirely on a user 's computer,

spatial coordinates or image information ( e. g., image dimen
package, partly on the user 's computer and partly on a
sions associated with altitudes, etc .) in space . The subset 5 remote computer , or entirely on the remote computer or
may be the desired or current spatial coordinates or image server. In the latter scenario , the remote computer may be
information (e .g ., altitude information ) of the satellite in
connected to the user ' s computer through any type of
space. The number of spatial coordinates (or image infor network , including a local area network (LAN ) or a wide
mation ) to determine or configure the position of the satellite
is related to the computing operation to be executed by the 10 area network (WAN ), or the connection may be made to an
disclosure described herein . For example , for three spatial external computer ( for example , through the Internet using
coordinates , the computing operation associated with deter

mining a subset of three data set elements may be used .

an Internet Service Provider ).

Aspects of the present invention are described below with

reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams of

As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, aspects of
the present invention may be embodied as a system , methodod , 1515 methods
me , apparatus ( systems), and computer program prod
or computer program product. Accordingly , aspects of the ucts according to embodiments of the invention . It will be
present invention may take the form of an entirely hardware understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations
embodiment, an entirely software embodiment ( including and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the

firmware , resident software , micro - code, etc .), or an
flowchart illustrations and /or block diagrams, can be imple
embodiment combining software and hardware aspects that 20 mented by computer program instructions. These computer
may all generally be referred to herein as a " circuit” , program instructions may be provided to a processor of a
“ module ” or “ system ” . Furthermore , aspects of the present general purpose computer, a special purpose computer, or

invention may take the form of a computer program product other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a
embodied in one or more computer-readable medium (s ) machine , such that the instructions , which execute via the
having computer -readable program code/ instructions 25 processor of the computer or other programmable data
processing apparatus , create means for implementing the
embodied thereon .
Any combination of computer- readable media may be functions/ acts specified in the flowchart and/ or block dia
utilized . Computer - readable media may be a computer -

readable signal medium or a computer-readable storage

gram block or blocks.

These computer program instructions may also be stored

medium . A computer - readable storage medium may be, for 30 in a computer - readable medium that can direct a computer,

example , but not limited to , an electronic ,magnetic , optical,

other programmable data processing apparatus , or other

electromagnetic , infrared , or semiconductor system , appa ratus, or device , or any suitable combination of the forego ing . More specific examples (a non -exhaustive list) of a

devices to function in a particular manner, such that the
instructions stored in the computer- readable medium pro
duce an article ofmanufacture including instructions which

computer - readable storage medium would include the fol- 35 implement the function / act specified in the flowchart and / or
lowing : an electrical connection having one ormore wires ,
block diagram block or blocks .

a portable computer diskette , a hard disk , a random access

memory (RAM ), a read -only memory (ROM ), an erasable
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash

The computer program instructions may also be loaded

onto a computer, other programmable data processing appa

ratus, or other devices to cause a series of operational steps

memory ), an optical fiber , a portable compact disc read -only 40 to be performed on the computer , other programmable
memory (CD -ROM ), an optical storage device , a magnetic
apparatus , or other devices to produce a computer- imple
storage device , or any suitable combination of the foregoing .
In the context of this document, a computer - readable storage

mented process such that the instructions which execute on
the computer or other programmable apparatus provide

medium may be any tangible medium that can contain or processes for implementing the functions/acts specified in
store a program for use by or in connection with an instruc - 45 the flowchart and /or block diagram block or blocks .
Any transmission , reception , connection , or communica
tion execution system , apparatus, or device .
Acomputer -readable signalmedium may include a propa - tion may occur using any short-range (e. g., Bluetooth ,
gated data signal with computer -readable program code
embodied therein , for example , in baseband or as part of a

Bluetooth Low Energy , near field communication , Wi- Fi
Direct, etc .) or long- range communication mechanism ( e. g .,

variety of forms, including , but not limited to , electro -

mission , reception , connection , or communication may

medium and that can communicate , propagate , or transport 55

readable medium that is not a computer -readable storage
a program for use by or in connection with an instruction

or indirectly via one or more systems.
The term signal, signals, or data may refer to a single
signal or multiple signals. Any reference to a signal may be

execution system , apparatus , or device .
Program code embodied on a computer - readable medium

a reference to an attribute of the signal, and any reference to

may be transmitted using any appropriate medium , includ -

signal attribute . As used herein , the term “ real- time” or

carrier wave. Such a propagated signal may take any of a 50 Wi- Fi, cellular, etc .). Additionally or alternatively, any trans

magnetic, optical, or any suitable combination thereof. A
computer -readable signal medium may be any computer -

occur using wired technologies. Any transmission , recep
tion , or communication may occur directly between systems

a signal attribute may refer to a signal associated with the

ing , but not limited to , wireless, wireline , optical fiber cable , 60 " dynamically ” in any context may refer to any of current,

RF, etc ., or any suitable combination of the foregoing.

Computer program code for carrying out operations for

immediately after, simultaneously as , substantially simulta

n eously as, a few microseconds after, a few milliseconds

aspects of the present invention may be written in any after, a few seconds after, a few minutes after, a few hours
combination of one or more programming languages,
after, a few days after , a period of time after, etc . In some
including an object -oriented programming language such as 65 embodiments , the term "modify ” or “modification ” may be
Java® , Smalltalk , C + + or the like and conventional proce - interchangeably used with the term “ transform ” or “ trans

dural programming languages, such as the “ C ” program

formation .”
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The present disclosure provides several important tech
nical advantages that will be readily apparent to one skilled
in the art from the figures, descriptions, and claims. More
over, while specific advantages have been enumerated
above, various embodiments may include all, some, or none 5
of the enumerated advantages. Any sentence or statement in
this disclosure may be associated with one or more embodi

ments. Reference numerals are provided in the specification
for the first instance of an element that is numbered in the

figures . In some embodiments , the reference numerals for
the first instance of the element are also applicable to
subsequent instances of the element in the specification even

though reference numerals may not be provided for the
subsequent instances of the element.
15
While various embodiments in accordance with the dis

closed principles have been described above, it should be
understood that they have been presented by way of example

only , and are not limiting . Thus, the breadth and scope of the

invention ( s ) should not be limited by any of the above - 20

described exemplary embodiments , but should be defined

only in accordance with the claims and their equivalents
issuing from this disclosure . Furthermore , the above advan
tages and features are provided in described embodiments ,

but shall not limit the application of such issued claims to 25
processes and structures accomplishing any or all of the
Additionally, the section headings herein are provided for
consistency with the suggestions under 37 C .F .R . 1.77 or

above advantages .

otherwise to provide organizational cues. These headings 30

shall not limit or characterize the invention ( s ) set out in any
claims that may issue from this disclosure . Specifically, a
description of a technology in the “ Background ” is not to be
construed as an admission that technology is prior art to any
invention ( s ) in this disclosure . Neither is the “ Summary ” to 35
be considered as a characterization of the invention (s ) set

forth in issued claims. Furthermore , any reference in this

disclosure to “ invention ” in the singular should not be used

30
determining or generating, using the one or more com
puting device processors , a second set of mapped data
elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set
of data elements,
wherein the second set ofmapped data elements com
prises two or more mapped data elements , wherein a
firstmapped data element of the two or more mapped

data elements is associated with a first index of the
second set, and a second mapped data element of the
two ormore mapped data elements is associated with

a second index of the second set,
wherein each of the two or more mapped data elements
is determined based on at least the target computing

operation result,
utilizing a physical or virtual memory for storing the
second set;
determining , using the one or more computing device
processors , equivalence between at least two mapped
data elements of the second set;
determining, using the one or more computing device

processors , index information associated with the at

least two mapped data elements of the second set;
determining, using the one or more computing device
processors , and based on the index information asso
ciated with the at least twomapped data elements of the

second set, related index information associated with at
least two data elements of the first set;
determining , using the one or more computing device
processors , and using the related index information

associated with the at least two data elements of the first

set , a first subset, of the first set, comprising the at least
two data elements of the first set,
wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the

first subset equals the target sum ;
deleting the second set from the physical or virtual

memory, or overwriting , in the physical or virtual
memory, the second set with data .
2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising deleting , or

to argue that there is only a single point of novelty in this marking for deletion , the second set from the physical or
disclosure .Multiple inventionsmay be set forth according to 40 virtual memory .
the limitations of the multiple claims issuing from this
3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first mapped data

disclosure , and such claims accordingly define the inven tion (s ), and their equivalents , that are protected thereby . In
all instances, the scope of such claims shall be considered on

element comprises a product of the first data element mul

tiplied by a difference between the target computing opera

tion result and the first data element, and wherein the second

their own merits in light of this disclosure , but should not be 45 mapped data element comprises a product of the second data
constrained by the headings herein .
element multiplied by a difference between the target com

The invention claimed is:
1. A method for reducing a computing operation time

puting operation result and the second data element.

4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein a number of indexes

associated with the first set is equivalent to a number of

associated with determining a subset of at least two data 50 indexes associated with the second set.

elements, associated with a target computing operation

5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first set or the

result, from a set of data elements , the method comprising:

second set comprises at least one of structured data or

receiving or accessing, using one or more computing

device processors, a first set of data elements ,

unstructured data .
6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein at least the first set or

wherein the first set comprises two or more data 55 the second set comprises or is comprised in an array, or a list ,

elements, wherein a first data element of the two or

or a table, or a database .

more data elements is associated with a first index of
the first set , and a second data element of the two or

7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first set of data
elements is not sorted according to an order.

more data elements is associated with a second index

8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first set of data

60 elements is sorted according to an order.
of the first set;
receiving or accessing , using the one ormore computing
9 . The method of claim 1, wherein the first subset com
device processors , a target computing operation result prising the at least two data elements of the first set is

associated with at least two data elements of the first

determined without performing a computing operation

involving at least two different data elements of the first set .
set ,
wherein the target computing operation result com - 65 10 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first subset
prises a target sum of the at least two data elements
comprising the at least two data elements of the first set is
of the first set;

determined without making a copy of the first set.
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11 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first data element

ciated with the at least two mapped data elements of the

12 . The method of claim 11 , wherein the word comprises
a search term associated with a search engine .

least two data elements of the first set;
determining , using the one or more computing device

is associated with at least one of a word or a number .

second set , related index information associated with at

13 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first set of data 5
elements is associated with a set size and wherein the set size

is more than or equal to two units .

14 . A method for reducing a computing operation time
associated with determining a subset of at least three data
elements , associated with a target computing operation 10
result, from a set of data elements, the method comprising :

receiving or accessing, using one or more computing

target sum ;

deleting the second set from the physical or virtual

device processors , a first set of data elements ,

wherein the first set comprises three or more data
elements , wherein a first data element of the three or
more data elements is associated with a first index of

processors , and using the related index information

associated with the at least two data elements of the first
set, a first subset , of the first set , comprising the
arbitrary data element and the at least two data ele
ments of the first set,
wherein a sum of the arbitrary data element and the at
least two data elements of the first subset equals the

15

memory , or overwriting, in the physical or virtual
memory , the second set with data .
15 . Themethod of claim 14 , wherein the first mapped data

the first set, a second data element of the three or

element comprises a product of the first data element mul

more data elements is associated with a second index

tiplied by a difference between the intermediate computing

of the first set, and a third data element of the three
operation result and the first data element, wherein the
or more data elements is associated with a third 20 second mapped data element comprises a product of the
second data element multiplied by a difference between the
index of the first set;

receiving or accessing, using the one or more computing

intermediate computing operation result and the second data

device processors , a target computing operation result
associated with at least three data elements of the first

element, and wherein the third mapped data element com
prises a product of the third data element multiplied by a
25 difference between the intermediate computing operation
set,
wherein the target computing operation result com - result and the third data element.
prises a target sum of the at least three data elements
16 . A method for reducing a computing operation time
associated with determining a subset of at least four data
of the first set;
receiving or accessing, using the one or more computing
elements , associated with a target computing operation
device processors , an arbitrary data element of the first 30 result , from a set of data elements , the method comprising :

set;
executing , using the one or more computing device pro

receiving or accessing, using one or more computing

cessors, an intermediate computing operation based on

wherein the first set comprises four or more data

device processors , a first set of data elements ,

the target sum and the arbitrary data element of the first
35
wherein the intermediate computing operation com
prises deducting, using the one or more computing
device processors , the arbitrary data element from
the target sum , thereby resulting in an intermediate
40
computing operation result;
determining or generating, using the one or more com
set,

puting device processors , a second set of mapped data
elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set

elements , wherein a first data element of the four or

more data elements is associated with a first index of
the first set, a second data element of the four or more

data elements is associated with a second index of
the first set , a third data element of the four or more

data elements is associated with a third index of the
first set , and a fourth data element of the four or more

data elements is associated with a fourth index of the
first set;
receiving or accessing, using the one or more computing

device processors, a target computing operation result

of data elements ,

wherein the second set of mapped data elements com - 45

associated with at least four data elements of the first

prises three or more mapped data elements, wherein

set,
wherein the target computing operation result com
prises a target sum of the at least four data elements
of the first set;

a first mapped data element of the three or more

mapped data elements is associated with a first index
of the second set, a second mapped data element of
the three ormore mapped data elements is associated 50

with a second index of the second set, and a third
mapped data element of the three or more mapped
data elements is associated with a third index of the

cessors , an intermediate computing operation based on
wherein the intermediate computing operation com
the target computing operation result ,

prises partitioning the target computing operation

second set,

wherein each of the three or more mapped data ele - 55
ments is determined or generated based on at least
the intermediate computing operation result,
utilizing a physical or virtual memory for storing the

processors, equivalence between at least two mapped

computing operation result and the second interme
diate target computing operation result equals the

target computing operation result ;

puting device processors, a second set of mapped data

determining, using the one or more computing device

processors , index information associated with the at
processors , and based on the index information asso

computing operation result , and

determining or generating, using the one or more com

data elements of the second set;

determining , using the one or more computing device

result into a first intermediate target computing
operation result and a second intermediate target

wherein a sum of the of the first intermediate target

second set;
determining, using the one or more computing device 60

least two mapped data elements of the second set;

executing, using the one or more computing device pro

65

elements mapped via one ormore indexes to the first set
of data elements ,
wherein the second set of mapped data elements com

prises four or more mapped data elements , wherein
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a first mapped data element of the four or more

of the third set, second related index information asso

mapped data elements of the second set is associated
with a first index of the second set, a second mapped

ciated with at least two data elements of the first set,
wherein the at least two data elements of the first set

elements of the second set is associated with a 5

are different from the at least two data elements of the

associated with the second related index information

data element of the four or more mapped data

second index of the second set, a third mapped data
element of the four or more mapped data elements of
the second set is associated with a third index of the
second set, and a fourth mapped data element of the

first set associated with the first related index informa
tion ;
determining, using the one or more computing device
processors , and using the second related index infor

four or more mapped data elements of the second set 10

mation associated with the at least two data elements of

is associated with a fourth index of the second set,

the first set , a second subset , of the first set, comprising
the at least two data elements of the first set associated

wherein each of the four or more mapped data elements
is determined or generated based on the first inter

mediate target computing operation result,

utilizing a physical or virtual memory for storing the 15
second set;

determining , using the one or more computing device
processors , equivalence between at least two mapped
data elements of the second set;

with the second related index information ,
wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the
second subset equals the second intermediate target

computing operation result ; and

merging, using the one or more computing device pro
cessors , the first subset and the second subset,
wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the

determining , using the one or more computing device 20

processors , first index information associated with the
at least two mapped data elements of the second set ;

determining, using the one or more computing device

processors , and based on the first index information

first set associated with the first related index infor
set associated with the second related index infor
mation equals the target sum .
17 . Themethod of claim 16 , wherein the first mapped data

mation , and the at least two data elements of the first

associated with the at least two mapped data elements 25 element of the second set comprises a product of the first

of the second set , first related index information asso -

data element multiplied by a difference between the first

ciated with at least two data elements of the first set;
determining , using the one or more computing device
processors , and using the first related index information

intermediate target computing operation result and the first
data element, the second mapped data element of the second
set comprises a product of the second data element multi

associated with the at least two data elements of the first 30 plied by a difference between the first intermediate target
set, a first subset , of the first set, comprising the at least
computing operation result and the second data element, the
two data elements of the first set associated with the
third mapped data element of the second set comprises a
product of the third data element multiplied by a difference
first related index information ,

wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the between the first intermediate target computing operation
first subset equals the first intermediate target com - 35 result and the third data element, and the fourth mapped data
element of the second set comprises a product of the fourth
puting operation result;
determining or generating, using the one or more com

data element multiplied by a difference between the first

puting device processors, a third set of mapped data

elements mapped via one ormore indexes to the first set

intermediate target computing operation result and the

mapped data elements of the third set is associated

fourth data element.
18 . The method of claim 17, wherein the firstmapped data
element of the third set comprises a product of the first data
element multiplied by a difference between the second
intermediate target computing operation result and the first
data element, the second mapped data element of the third

data element of the four or more mapped data

plied by a difference between the second intermediate target

elements of the third set is associated with a second

computing operation result and the second data element , the

of data elements ,

wherein the third set of mapped data elements com -

40

prises four or more mapped data elements, wherein

a first mapped data element of the four or more

with a first index of the third set, a second mapped 45 set comprises a product of the second data element multi

index of the third set, a third mapped data element of

third mapped data element of the third set comprises a

the four or more mapped data elements of the third
product of the third data element multiplied by a difference
set is associated with a third index of the third set, 50 between the second intermediate target computing operation
and a fourth mapped data element of the four or more
result and the third data element, and the fourth mapped data
mapped data elements of the third set is associated
element of the third set comprises a product of the fourth

with a fourth index of the third set,

wherein each of the four ormoremapped data elements
is determined or generated based on the second 55

intermediate target computing operation result,
utilizing the physical or virtual memory for storing the
third set;

data element multiplied by a difference between the second

intermediate target computing operation result and the
fourth data element.
19 . Themethod of claim 16 , wherein the first intermediate

target computing operation result or the second intermediate
target computing operation result is approximately half of
determining , using the one or more computing device the target computing operation result .
processors, equivalence between at least two mapped 60 20 . The method of claim 16 , wherein the first intermediate
target computing operation result and the second interme
data elements of the third set;
determining, using the one or more computing device
processors , second index information associated with

the at least two mapped data elements of the third set;

diate target computing operation result are within twenty

percent of each other.

21 . A method for reducing a computing operation time

determining, using the one or more computing device 65 associated with determining a subset of at least five data
processors , and based on the second index information
elements , associated with a target computing operation
associated with the at least two mapped data elements result, from a set of data elements , the method comprising :
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receiving or accessing, using one or more computing
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of the second set, first related index information asso
ciated with at least two data elements of the first set;

device processors , a first set of data elements ,

wherein the first set comprises five or more data
elements, wherein a first data element of the five or

determining, using the one or more computing device
processors , and using the first related index information

the first set, a second data element of the five or more

set, a first subset, of the first set, comprising the at least

data elements is associated with a second index of

two data elements of the first set associated with the
first related index information ,
wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the
first subset equals the first intermediate target com

more data elements is associated with a first index of 5
the first set, a third data element of the five or more
data elements is associated with a third index of the

first set, a fourth data elementof the five or more data 10
elements is associated with a fourth index of the first
set, and a fifth data element of the five or more data
elements is associated with a fifth index of the first

set;

receiving or accessing, using the one or more computing

associated with the at least two data elements of the first

puting operation result ;

receiving or accessing, using the one ormore computing
device processors , an arbitrary data element of the first
15

set, wherein the arbitrary data element of the first set is
different to the at least two data elements of the first set

device processors , a target computing operation result

associated with the first related index information ;

associated with at least five data elements of the first

executing , using the one or more computing device pro

set,

cessors , a second intermediate computing operation

wherein the target computing operation result com - 20

based on the second intermediate target computing

prises a target sum of the at least five data elements
of the first set ;

executing, using the one or more computing device pro
cessors, a first intermediate computing operation based
on the target computing operation result,
25
wherein the first intermediate computing operation
comprises dividing the target computing operation
result into a first intermediate target computing
operation result and a second intermediate target
30
computing operation result ;
wherein a sum of the first intermediate target comput

ing operation result and the second intermediate
computing operation result equals the target sum ;
determining or generating, using the one or more com

puting device processors , a second set ofmapped data 35
elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set
of data elements ,
wherein the second set comprises five or more mapped

data elements, wherein a first mapped data element
of the five or more mapped data elements of the 40
second set is associated with a first index of the

second set , a second mapped data element of the five
or more mapped data elements of the second set is

operation result and the arbitrary data element of the
first set,

wherein the second intermediate computing operation

comprises deducting, using the one ormore comput
ing device processors , the arbitrary data element

from the second intermediate target computing

operation result, thereby resulting in a second inter

mediate computing operation result;
determining or generating, using the one or more com

puting device processors, a third set of mapped data

elements mapped via one or more indexes to the first set

of data elements,

wherein the third set of mapped data elements com

prises five or more mapped data elements, wherein a
first mapped data element of the five or more mapped
data elements of the third set is associated with a first

index of the third set, a second mapped data element
of the five ormoremapped data elements of the third
set is associated with a second index of the third set,

a third mapped data element of the five or more
mapped data elements of the third set is associated

with a third index of the third set , a fourth mapped

associated with a second index of the second set, a

data element of the five or more mapped data ele

third mapped data element of the five or more 45

ments of the third set is associated with a fourth

mapped data elements of the second set is associated

index of the third set, and a fifth mapped data

with a third index of the second set, a fourth mapped

element of the five or more mapped data elements of

ments of the second set is associated with a fourth
index of the second set, and a fifth mapped data 50
element of the five or more mapped data elements of
the second set is associated with a fifth index of the

third set,

data element of the five or more mapped data ele

second set,

wherein each of the five or more mapped data elements
is determined or generated based on the first inter - 55

mediate target computing operation result ,
utilizing a physical or virtual memory for storing the
second set;
determining, using the one or more computing device

processors , equivalence between at least two mapped 60

data elements of the second set;

the third set is associated with a fifth index of the

wherein each of the five ormoremapped data elements
is determined or generated based on the second
intermediate computing operation result,
utilizing the physical or virtual memory for storing the
third set;
determining , using the one or more computing device
processors , equivalence between at least two mapped
data elements of the third set;

determining , using the one or more computing device

processors , second index information associated with
the at least two mapped data elements of the third set ;

determining , using the one or more computing device

determining, using the one or more computing device
processors , first index information associated with the
at least two mapped data elements of the second set;
determining, using the one or more computing device 65
processors , and based on the first index information

associated with the at least two mapped data elements
of the third set, second related index information asso

associated with the at least two mapped data elements

associated with the second related index information

processors , and based on the second index information

ciated with at least two data elements of the first set ,
wherein the at least two data elements of the first set
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are different from the at least two data elements of the

38
computing operation result and the second data element, the

first set associated with the first related index informa- third mapped data element of the second set comprises a
product of the third data element multiplied by a difference
determining , using the one or more computing device between the first intermediate target computing operation
processors , and using the second related index infor - 5 result and the third data element, the fourth mapped data
mation associated with the at least two data elements of element of the second set comprises a product of the fourth
the first set , a second subset, of the first set , comprising
data element multiplied by a difference between the first
the arbitrary data element and the at least two data
intermediate target computing operation result and the
elements of the first set associated with the second
fourth data element, and the fifth mapped data element of the
10 second set comprises a product of the fifth data element
related index information ,
wherein a sum of the arbitrary data element and the at multiplied by a difference between the first intermediate
least two data elements of the second subset equals
computing operation result and the fifth data element.
the second intermediate target computing operation target
24 . The method of claim 23 , wherein the first mapped data
result ; and
of the third set comprises a product of the first data
merging , using the one or more computing device pro - 15 element
element
multiplied
by a difference between the intermediate
cessors , the first subset and second subset;
computing
operation
and the first data element, the
wherein a sum of the at least two data elements of the second mapped data result
element of the third set comprises a
first set associated with the first related index infor
mation , the arbitrary data element, and the at least product of the second data element multiplied by a differ
ence
between the intermediate computing operation result
two data elements of the first set associated with the 20 and
€ the
second data element, the third mapped data element
second related index information equals the target of the third
set comprises a product of the third data element
sum .
by a difference between the intermediate com
22 . The method of claim 21 , wherein the arbitrary data multiplied
puting operation result and the third data element, the fourth
element is determined after data elements in the first subset mapped
data element of the third set comprises a product of
25
are determined .
the
fourth
data element multiplied by a difference between
23 . The method of claim 21, wherein the first mapped data the intermediate
computing operation result and the fourth
element of the second set comprises a product of the first
data
element
,
and
the fifth mapped data element of the third
data element multiplied by a difference between the first set comprises a product
the fifth data element multiplied
intermediate target computing operation result and the first by a difference between of
the
computing opera
data element, the second mapped data element of the second 30 tion
. result and the fifth data intermediate
element.
set comprises a product of the second data element multi
plied by a difference between the first intermediate target
tion ;

